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sort of treatment at the hands of his little demon friend. He's seen looking like a small, fat,

red monkey with human legs, but that's probably because he's used to sitting on the
shoulder of an old woman who looks like that. Smedbo ventures to the meat-packing district

and speaks to the thief in the red suit, casually, while standing at the entrance of the
restaurant. But the conversation turns ugly fast and, before you know it, the thief is gone

and the old woman is dead. Will the thief really try to get Smedbo to cough up all his
money? Well, it turns out that the thief has a plan. He takes the old woman's necklace,

which he's assuming is valuable, and that's when you realise that the old woman is really an
old djinni and that the necklace is some sort of spell to summon up another djinni. The effect

is that the real owner of the necklace, the slave merchant, sits down next to Smedbo and
starts beating him up - not gently, as a real human would do - until he's lying on the floor,

bleeding and scared. But before he can finish Smedbo and the djinni, the djinni is gone and,
most oddly, the slave merchant is gone too. Instead, there's a rough-looking man who's

been watching the whole thing. The thief is having none of it and sends the djinni flying back
into the swarm of djinni, and the old djinni comes back immediately and gives the slave

merchant some weird business card - but first, an exact replica of the actual business card.
The slave merchant, strangely, seems to accept it, and invites the rough-looking man to
dinner. Does the rough-looking man really want dinner? The answer is no, obviously, and

that's when 6d1f23a050
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